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Abstract
Microgrid is an important terminology in power system technology. The interest on microgrid is
burgeoning with the increasing demand of reliable, secure, efficient, clean, and sustainable electricity.
More research and implementation of microgrid will be conducted in order to improve the maturity of
microgrid technology. In this study, we have reviewed different aspects of microgrid technologies and
the current achievements in this area of research. To introduce the readers with one of the most
significant power technologies, microgrid technology, is the key goal of this research.
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Introduction
The raising concerns on quality of generated
power, especially if it is connected to the grid
system, where solar power would be seen as a
negative expense by net system because it has
characteristics associated with uncontrolled
fluctuation from energy sources [1]. This
problem can be addressed by adding another
generation system more controlled, such as, the
addition of energy storage systems (batteries) or
forming a hybrid system by adding diesel
generators or micro turbines [2]. Implementation
of microgrid systems provides many advantages
both from the user and from the electric utility
provider.
The microgrid concept has been
researched and implemented intensively by
many experts worldwide with significant
research conducted in U.S., E.U., Japan, and
Canada [3-4]. The interest on microgrid
increases due to its potential benefits to provide
reliable, secure, efficient, environmentally
friendly, and sustainable electricity from
renewable energy sources [5]. Before the
microgrid concept was introduced, many
researches had been conducted on distributed
generation (DG). Researchers soon realized that
installing individual DG in power systems may

create problems as many as it solves. Hence,
microgrid concept was proposed to overcome
those problems [6-7].
However, microgrid can also reduce the
load on the network by eliminating the impasse
in meeting electricity needs and help repair
network in case of errors [8]. Implementation of
microgrid system will also help improve the
reduction of emissions and the threat of climate
change. Microgrid development done by many
countries since microgrid offers many
advantages such as better power quality and
more environmentally friendly. Moreover the
economic potential that may still be used from
this system is the opportunity to utilize the waste
heat from the engine generator using a combined
heat and power. Application of this system with
RES as an alternative generation system in the
future. Surely this system requires the operating
mechanism and a sophisticated control system to
make the finger with a reliable and efficient, and
it can all be met by the microgrid [9]. However,
a review on different aspects of microgrid
technology is illustrated in this paper. Authors
tried to review the recent achievements on the
field of microgrid technology in the present
study.
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Illustration on microgrid
A microgrids is an interconnection of distributed
energy sources, such as microturbines, wind
turbines, fuel cells and PVs integrated with
storage devices, such as batteries, flywheels and
power capacitors on low voltage distribution
systems [10]. A basic microgrid architecture is
shown in Fig. 1. This architecture is commonly
known as the Consortium for Electric Reliability
Technology Solutions (CERTS) architecture [1112]. This microgrid consists of a group of radial
feeders, which could be part of a distribution
system or a building’s electrical system. There
are three sensitive-load feeders (Feeders A–C)
and one no sensitive- load feeder (Feeder D).
The sensitive-load feeders contain sensitive
loads that must be always supplied; thus each
feeder must have at least a micro source rated to
satisfy the load at that feeder. On the contrary,
the non-sensitive-load feeder is the feeder that
may be shut down if there is a disturbance or
power quality problems on the utility; the nonsensitive-load feeder will be left to ride through
the disturbance or power quality problems [1112]. When there is a problem with the utility

supply, Feeders A–C can island from the grid
using the static switch that can separate in less
than a cycle to isolate the sensitive loads from
the power grid to minimize disturbance to the
sensitive loads. In an islanded operation, a
microgrid will work autonomously, therefore
must have enough local generation to meet the
demands of the sensitive loads [11-12].
Furthermore, a disturbance requiring a
feeder to operate individually may also occur. If
this latter case is considered in the microgrid
design, each sensitive-load feeder must have
enough local generation to supply its own loads
while the no sensitive load feeder will rely on the
utility supply. Post disturbance, the microgrid
will reconnect to the utility and work normally
as a grid-connected system. In this gridconnected, excess local power generation, if any,
will supply the non-sensitive loads or charge the
energy storage devices for later uses. The excess
power generated by the microgrid may also be
sold to the utility; in this case, the microgrid will
participate in the market operation or provide
ancillary services [7, 13, 14].

Fig. 1. Architecture of microgrid
The disconnection or reconnection
processes must be specified by the point of
common coupling, a single point of connection
to the utility located on the primary side of the
transformer. At this point the microgrid must

meet the established interface requirements, such
as defined in IEEE standard 1547 series [15-21].
Furthermore, the successful disconnection or
reconnection processes depend upon microgrid
controls. The controllers must insure that the
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processes occur seamlessly and the operating
points after the processes are satisfied [11-12].
More detail information about the microgrid
controls will be explained in the next section.
The last main part of the CERTS architecture is
the energy manager which is responsible to
manage system operation through power
dispatching and voltage setting to each micro
source controller. Some possible criteria for the
microgrid to fulfill this responsibility are, ensure
that the necessary electrical loads and heat are
fulfilled by the micro sources, ensure that the
microgrid satisfies operational contracts with the
utility, minimize emissions and/or system losses;
and maximize the operational efficiency of the
micro sources [11].

25]. Environmental friendliness can be achieved
due to the current trend to increase the RES
participations in microgrids; this participation
increase will significantly reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions [26–30]. Furthermore, RES
can also ensure energy sustainability due to the
nature of their availability; RES can gradually
substitute fossil fuels that have limited sources.
Ideally, energy can be harvested at no cost,
besides
installation,
operational,
and
maintenance costs, from RES. However,
renewable energy is naturally intermittent so that
an energy storage system is required to optimize
energy utilization [31-36].

Research on microgrid has reached not
only software simulation level, but also
laboratory testbed and field model levels in past
few years. The following are examples of
testbeds for testing different components, control
strategies, and storage technologies of
microgrids [13, 22]; a specially designed singlephase system of the NTUA with agent control
software, a general test site for distributed
energy resources, called DeMoTec at ISET, and
a flywheel test rig at the University of
Manchester.

A lot of studies have been done on the hybrid
micro-grid system. The performance and cost
viability of a PV, fuel cell (FC) and batterybased hybrid grid-tied system with intermittent
load conditions are analyzed in [37]. Four
progressive modeling stages are designed, and
five key metrics are utilized in this paper in order
to determine the most effective micro-grid
system. A viable cost-effective and environmentfriendly system is also proposed. Integration of
PV array along with FC and ultracapacitor
system for energy production using short and
long-term storage capacity and appropriate
control strategy is proposed in [38].

The increase interest on microgrids is
triggered by the potential benefits of the
microgrid that may provide reliable, secure,
efficient,
environmentally
friendly,
and
sustainable electricity from RES. A microgrid
can improve reliability and security of power
distribution system, especially for sensitive
loads, because micro sources will ensure that the
sensitive loads will receive enough power in any
operating condition. Different from function of a
single distributed generator attached to a
conventional distribution network, micro sources
will act as main power generation instead of
standby power generation. Power system
efficiency may increase up to 90% if combined
heat and power (CHP) is applied in the
microgrid to utilize heat for local uses [23]. In
addition, the efficiency increase can also result
from loss reduction in transmission lines related
to local power generation for local uses.
Moreover, the local uses of local power
generation will reduce energy or power density
of transmission lines so that transmission line
congestion can be reduced and investments on
transmission line upgrade can be delayed [24-

Photovoltaic and Fuel Cell based Microgrid
System

The Fig. 2 depicts fuel cell based
microgrid method. The performance and
modeling of a smart grid monitoring system with
separate solar plants (with a rated capacity of
25.5kW) and loads at different locations is
analyzed in [39]. The transmission and
distribution model with realistic impedance
values of a 25km long transmission line using
SCADA and PLC is also designed for the
system. A two-level (control level and system
level) strategy for energy management of DC
micro-grid is presented in [40] for
PV/FC/battery-based
system.
Dynamic
management of power for PV and proton
exchange membrane FC based AC/DC microgrid system is presented in [41]. In the studies,
the behavior of the systems has not been
analyzed if those are connected to an IEEE 13
bus system. Fig. 3 shows microgrid technologies
assisted by renewable sources like Photovoltaics
and wind energy.
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Fig. 2. Microgrid facility assisted by fuel cell

Fig. 3. Renewable energy assisted microgrid technology
The most common fuel cell among other
fuel cell is proton exchange membrane fuel cells.
It is very common because it can operate at a
lower temperature (-20 to 1000C) and can start
its operation very fast from its idle condition to
full load condition. The fuel cell used in the
hybrid system is 6kW. The stack fuel cell model
provided by Sim Power System of MATLAB/
SIMULINK platform is utilized in the system.
The parameters of the fuel cell model can be
obtained from the simple polarization curve or
the datasheet provided by the manufacturer.

is a rising field in power research. It can provide
clean and adequate power with great
consistency. In this research, we investigated
different aspects of microgrid technology, which
will assist the researchers during their further
study.
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